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Traditional information systems have been mass-oriented, providing

the same information to as many users as possible without particular

attention to individuals.  But in this day and age, individual passen-

gers with varied demands require elaborate services depending on

their individual situations.

Hence, in this study, we aimed to provide high value-added services

that meet passengers diversified needs, and carried out R&D to

achieve the ideal form for future stations and railways. That was done

by establishing the Smart Station Vision based on the concept of

ubiquitous computing (Fig. 1).

The Smart Station Vision consists of the three pillars of "providing

appropriate information", "creating added value" and "achieving

comfortable traveling space", each of which has a keyword that

expresses its direction.  For instance, "navigation according to the

individual's situation" means a system that aims to enable navigation

in accordance with the user's situation and destination.  We aim to

achieve a system that chooses the most suitable and shortest route

and guides the user through the station by entering the destination

on a ubiquitous terminal.  The goal of our study is to create services

for the next generation that enable us to provide information meet-

ing the context of individual railway users (situation, location,

request etc.) from departure to destination (Fig. 2).

To achieve the Smart Station Vision, we have constructed a ubiqui-

tous information space in the Research and Development Center of

JR East (hereinafter referred as "the Center").  It is utilized as an

information space that simulates stations and offices, and was built

under the following three concepts.
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We carried out research to realize new information services that satisfy the diverse demands of customers from their origin to des-

tination.  We constructed an experimental ubiquitous information space, studied ubiquitous networking, and conducted R&D on

new services using Suica ID and on a Suica business model which will create railway demand.  Our goal in this is to achieve a

vision for the station of the future: the‘Smart Station.’

STUDY ON NEW VALUE CREATION FOR A UBIQUITOUS
SOCIETY

• Keywords: Ubiquitous computing, Suica, Mobile Suica, Wireless LAN, IPv6, Human interface, Bluetooth

Problem: The current system does not show each customer's "face"
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1) The space as an empirical test room and a showroom

2) Integration of information and space through design

3) Achievement of a "Mixed Service Environment" by integrating a

variety of information services

3.1 The Space as Empirical Test Room and a Showroom

Since we had no empirical testing environment for the study of pro-

viding information in our Laboratory, we tried to build the space to

serve as both a functional environment and as a showroom.  That

would enable us to both conduct tests and to show visitors our

research anytime (Fig. 3).

3.2 Integration of Information and Space Through Design

We recognize that design of space is an extremely important factor to

building a ubiquitous information environment.  Hence, we took

both functionality and visual impression into account this time.  This

space has a structure that includes glass panels, speakers, LCD projec-

tors, control equipment, and touch panel displays attached to fur-

nishing that creates a room outline with design elements.  It is built

simply and functionally, with aluminum posts and steel connecters.

We also avoided the poor appearance often caused by cables for

information equipment by hiding them in the posts.

Under the concept of integration of IT and guidance displays, we

made efforts to build an information space that presents an image of

a station.  As for guidance displays, we reduced them in size to

approx. 1/3 of the originals, which were too large for this space, and

selected slightly darker colors to prevent them from being obscured

by bright commercial signs.  As a symbol of the station-like atmos-

phere, we set up automatic ticket gates and stairs to platforms.  That

completed the space built to resemble the area inside and outside of

ticket gates and an approach to platforms.

The guidance displays have infrared communications tags in them

for positioning and providing information.  We will plan to use those

to conduct further studies on integration of IT and guidance dis-

plays.

3.3 Integration of Information Services

A ubiquitous society requires actual provision of elaborate services to

users.  To provide services to individual users in these circumstances

according to time and place, we have to integrate current separate

information services into one system.  So, we built a network system

to enable the use of Web services and databases smoothly by intro-

ducing an optical network as well as by enhancing other existing

wired and wireless networks.

3.4 Research on Ubiquitous Networks

We built a next-generation network environment with the above-

mentioned ubiquitous information space as the core.  Specifically, we

built a wireless LAN environment in Nisshin station (on the

Kawagoe line), the station nearest to the Center.  That is connected

to the Internet by IPv6/v4 dual stack.  We also installed a 5 GHz

wireless LAN on the roof of the Center (Fig. 4).

Identifying the location of a person to provide personalized services is

an extremely important technology in a ubiquitous society.  Here we

will explain our efforts particularly for positioning technology for sta-

tions.

4.1 Efforts for Positioning Technology for Stations

While GPS (Global Positioning System) is currently the star of posi-

tioning technologies, popular for uses in car navigation as well as

mobile phones, GPS cannot be used in stations, which have much

indoor or semi-indoor space.  Thus, we are carrying out technical

tests of other positioning technologies (Fig. 5).

Fig.3: The Ubiquitous Information Space
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4.2 Positioning and Guidance Displays

Since guidance displays are often put up at turning points of people's

movement through the station, it is highly probable that a person

needs to search for a location when at a guidance display.  Thus,

positioning technology using IT and guidance displays would work

well together (Fig. 6).

So, we designed a content delivery service that has links to guidance

displays.  Users often look at guidance displays because such displays

are essentially put up at noticeable places.  Installing IR and/or

Bluetooth transmitters to guidance displays will enable users to easily

recognize service areas, and that would be effective for guiding within

stations.

Measures to bring about personalized services consist of IT and ubiq-

uitous technology, in particular, Suica cards and mobile phones uti-

lizing RFID (Radio Frequency Identification: wireless IC tags).

There are two reasons of that. On the one hand, Suica and mobile

phones can be used as infrastructure because they have rapidly come

into wide use and many railway users in the Tokyo Metropolitan

area now possess them; on the other hand, they have ID information

such as card ID numbers with Suica cards and telephone numbers

and e-mail addresses with mobile phones.  Using that ID informa-

tion enables identification of individual customers for providing per-

sonalized services.

On this technological base, we studied and developed an information

service to provide information about operation and stations to each

user using the individualÅfs Suica card and/or mobile phone to

achieve "personal" customer satisfaction.

5.1 "Cochira" Navigation Using Suica

We developed a navigation system with Suica, aiming to achieve a

service for smooth guidance to the user's destination (Fig. 7).  This

system has three features.

· Guidance to destination only by touching with a Suica card

· Easy-to-understand interface

· Provision of personalized information

By selecting a destination on the touch panel and registering a Suica

card with a touch on the reader, the system links the Suica's ID to

the destination's ID and records that so this information can then be

shared among terminals of the system through a server.  Hence, the

system can guide the Suica user to the registered destination from

any terminal.  That way, users can arrive at their destination simply

by touching terminals at any place with a Suica card.

This terminal has a pointer on the upper part, which moves in eight

directions to indicate the direction of the destination.  We accom-

plished this intuitive guidance system by controlling wires inside the

pointer.

We also were able to provide personalized information by linking the

Suica ID to the user's language etc.  For instance, once a passenger

from abroad registers a language with a Suica card at Narita Airport,

native-language guidance can be provided even in Tokyo or

Yokohama.  This system is also compatible with barrier-free informa-

tion; once registered, it guides the user with priority given to routes

with elevators etc.
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Making signs and ads in the station interactive
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Suica Reader/writer
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Fig.10: Outline of Suica Poster

5.3 "SuiPo" Suica Poster 

Railway ads are a big source of income, and hopes are that their value

will increase. Posters in stations and trains in particular play an

important role as advertising media.  But the price for posters in sta-

tions basically depends on place, size and period.  In order to

enhance the value of ads in the limited railway space, we have to add

more appeal to attract customers.  In this context, we developed a

system that enables interaction between ads and viewers with Suica

and mobile phones, with an aim of adding more value to posters etc.

in railway spaces (Fig. 10).

In this system, once a user registers a Suica ID and mobile phone e-

mail address, the server stores information linked to the Suica ID and

e-mail address.  When the user touches the Suica reader under the

poster with the Suica card, the system obtains the Suica ID and sends

an e-mail about the poster to the registered e-mail address.

We recently developed the first public system and demonstrated it in

the "Suica Station Ueno" campaign at Ueno station in March 2005.

As the system was viewed favorably by passengers, we are proceeding

with development for further application.  In fact, a decision was

made to introduce the system in Shinjuku station at the end of July

2006.  With the launch of Mobile Suica, we plan to develop further

services employing features of Suica cards and mobile phones.

5.4 Development of Information Device at Stations

The introduction of Mobile Suica in 2006 not only enabled "touch-

and-go" through automatic ticket gates using mobile phones, it has

also enhanced the possibility of introducing services employing fea-

tures of mobile phones.  Accordingly, we constructed a prototype

information system that instantly obtains information according to

the time, place and individual using mobile phone applications (Fig.

11).  Specifically, by holding a Mobile Suica-compatible mobile

phone near the reader/writer (R/W) we developed, the system

launches an application on the mobile phone, and obtains and dis-

plays useful information for both at inside and outside the station.

As terminals of this system are not for payment but for providing

information, we need to find a way to prevent confusion of Suica and

5.2 Self-Standing Sign-Furniture "COCHIRABAN"

The above-mentioned Cochira, with which users have to register des-

tinations with its small touch panel, has problems with ease of use.

But as displays get larger, thinner and cheaper, they show promise in

providing much easy-to-understand information with existing self-

standing signs on platforms.  So, in order to get a head start in stud-

ies about smooth input and design and content for self-standing signs

for future stations, we developed "COCHIRABAN" self-standing

sign-furniture (Fig. 8).

As for its content, we added maps, timetables, and other information

and news suitable for the place of sign is set up to the destination

guidance function for the local area to round out the types of infor-

mation provided.  Such information is available to mobile phones

also by touching a Suica card to the device.

We exhibited these terminals at IC Card World (hosted by Nihon

Keizai Shimbun, Inc., at the Tokyo International Exhibition Center

"Tokyo Big Sight" in March 2005) and in the "Suica Station" cam-

paign at Ueno station also in March 2005.  They were received

favorably at both (Fig. 9).

Fig.9: Exhibiting at IC Card World
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Mobile Suica users.  We therefore selected a round, friendly design to

distinguish them from the current ticket gates and E-money termi-

nals, while keeping the image of being Suica-compatible.

5.5 Development of Software Employing Suica Card History

A Suica card saves a history of passing through ticket gates and pur-

chases in its memory.  With an aim of creating new services using

this history, we developed a prize drawing system according to the

history of purchases with Suica.  This service allows records such as

shops, dates and purchase amounts as well as the card ID from histo-

ry information to be acquired, and prize drawings held according to

the purchases.  We expect that this system can promote increased use

of Suica electronic money in and around stations.

The conditions for this purchase history prize drawing system are as

follows:

1) Purchases in the designated area (shops)

2) One drawing per 500 yen purchase with Suica

3) Valid only on the day of purchase

Since the ID and the history are saved in the server, shoppers cannot

participate in drawings more times than entitled.  On the other

hand, for example, a shopper who participates in a drawing once

with a 700 yen purchase and then makes one more purchase of 300

yen, is entitled to participate in a drawing again with the new total

purchase of 500 yen.

As an empirical test, we used this as an actual drawing system accord-

ing to purchases with Suica electronic money, coinciding with the

Suica campaign in Ecute Omiya (Fig. 12).  The results of that

demonstrated an increase in Suica usage.

5.6 Sales Promotion Information Service Using Suica and

Mobile Phones

We built a shop guidance system with a large display touch panel,

making use of Suica and mobile phones to guide shoppers to shops

(Fig. 13).  A user can select interesting content and obtain informa-

tion by touching the systemÅfs R/W with a Suica card or mobile

phone.  We conducted an empirical test of the developed system as a

Suica digital poster in Ecute Omiya.  Content consisted of shop

information for Ecute Omiya (68 shops) classified in four categories,

and the system provided the name, telephone number, location and

other shop information for each shop.  Users could obtain informa-

tion of shops in Ecute Omiya simply by selecting a category and then

a shop.

We believe that this system could be used in the future for real-time

coupon issuing and checking of reward points (or stamps).

6.1 Outline of Tests

To verify the usability of the main prototypes in actual use by cus-

tomers, we conducted empirical tests of Smart Station in Ecute

Omiya and at an event space at the west exit of Omiya station (Fig.

14).  The test period was for two weeks from Nov. 8 - 21, 2005.

The prototypes tested are as follows.
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<Ecute Omiya> (Fig. 15)

1) Test of Cochira navigation system using Suica (11:00 - 18:00)

2) Drawing system using Suica purchase history 

3) Suica balance and history checking device (five units)

<Event space at west exit of Omiya station>

1) Suica touch poster (2 posters)

2) Suica digital poster

3) Slot machine system using the purchase history in Suica

6.2 Evaluation of Empirical Test

The survey was carried out at the event space at the west exit of

Omiya station on Nov. 12 - 13 and in Ecute Omiya on Nov. 19 -

20, both on Saturday and Sunday.  The survey method was by inter-

viewing the monitors who actually used the prototypes.

As for the monitors' impression of Suica, the result shows that a little

under 80% (76.8%) of Cochira users (N = 112) replied they had a

change of attitude (changed + changed slightly) and a little under

60% (56.2%) of Suica station users (N = 210) replied they had a

change.  To the question about the reason of the change, the replies

"Broader uses for Suica, so good", "Able to get information " and

"Convenient" placed highest.

Among the users of drawing (N = 120), only around 20% (23.3%)

of monitors replied they had a change of attitude; and we presume

that the reason was that they experienced Suica only with the draw-

ing, unlike with Cochira and Suica Station users who took part in

more than one experiment (Fig. 16).

Among drawing users (N = 120), 80% of users who replied positively

about using Suica.  Cochira users (N = 112) replied positively to the

items "terminals placed in stations" and "balance check available" for

Cochira, Balance Display and Destination Registration Board, each

around 80% (Fig. 17).

The survey result shows that customers generally appreciated Suica,

indicating their favorable expectations on possibilities available

through Suica.  However, we should take into account that those

users appreciated Cochira upon understanding how to operate it

before use, because the interviewers explained the operation in

advance and then asked for their evaluation after use.

We demonstrated Cochira and Destination Registration Boards at

UbiComp, the most authoritative society of ubiquitous technologies.

The details of UbiComp 2005 are as follows.

Date: Sep. 11 - 14, 2005 (4 days)

Place: Takanawa Prince Hotel (Shinagawa, Tokyo)

Turnout: 625 (record high)
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Fig.14: Empirical Test of Smart Station

Fig.15: Testing Smart Station
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We gave our first demonstration for overseas researchers at

UbiComp, and the demonstration was very well accepted.  The ques-

tion "When will you actually introduce these devices?" was often

asked, suggesting that Japanese stations puzzle many foreign visitors.

In addition to efforts to achieve personalized services so far, we have

also developed a terminal upon consideration of social structure.

Specifically, we aimed for "linkage between communities and rail-

ways" and "user participation".

8.1 "Maruppi" Communication Device

To achieve a terminal that enables a variety of use models, we first

developed a small multifunctional R/W.  That terminal has a FeliCa

R/W antenna and a Linux network terminal built in (Fig. 19).

The R/W has four main functions: 1) Application launch function as

described in 5.4, 2) Web browser launch function (web to), and 3)

E-mail application launch function (mail to) for Osaifu-Keitai credit

cards, and 4) function to send the Suica card ID to the designated

server for Suica cards.

We believe that this newly developed terminal can offer interfaces to

networks at a variety of locations in railway spaces.

8.2 "Patamaru" Terminal to Link to Communities

8.2.1 Background and Concept

Stations are entrances to communities for railway passengers.  Many

passengers usually head for destinations relying on fixed signs or their

own sense of direction; yet they often ask station employees about

the route when uncertain.  But information about shops or events in

the town that can be landmarks is not automatically concentrated at

stations, making it difficult to guide passengers for their individual

destinations.  Additionally, events are often held irregularly in a vari-

ety of places across the town, so there is a limit to guiding passengers

only with fixed signs.

On the other hand, shop owners and event organizers hope to pro-

vide guidance information to smoothly attract as many visitors as

possible.

Based on this background, we created a terminal to achieve "stations

that have links to communities".

8.2.2 Developed Terminal

We selected a shape with an image of a potbellied stove to attach a

feeling of warmth, aiming for a design that naturally attracts people.

We also selected an evolved type of signpost that is familiar to pas-

sengers as the passenger guiding part on the top.  This new type of

signpost has not only fixed signs, but also a rotation function and

LEDs to enable variable display and dynamic guidance for destina-

tion directions (Fig. 20).

The part operated by users has a touch panel and a Suica R/W,

enabling users to look for information and maps of buildings, restau-

rants and other locations around the station, to check the Suica bal-

ance by touching a Suica card or Mobile Suica, as well as to obtain

information and coupons using Osaifu-Keitai.

8.2.3 System

We made a prototype information and guidance system where, once

shops and event organizers input information and guidance via the

Web using mobile phones and PCs, input data is automatically

reflected in terminals of this system in stations.  The system sifts

through the Web and automatically obtains related data, allowing the
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display to be changed to reflect irregular events at the top of the ter-

minal.  Users can make real-time searches of events around the sta-

tion and obtain such information with a touch of Osaifu-Keitai as

well.  As content is important for terminal systems, we will accom-

plish sustainable services by developing a method that enables infor-

mation providers (shops etc.) to easily produce that content, allowing

for more frequent updating and for introduction of more appealing

content.

8.3 "Pollin" Communication Terminal

8.3.1 Concept

We developed the "Pollin" communication terminal with an aim to

add more value to railway space by creating communication in a real-

world environment.  We kept the following three concepts in mind

during development.

· Anonymous communication

· More value by larger turnout

· User recognition of the value of taking part

Since anonymous communication would be more appropriate in a

real-world environment, we limited information to be obtained from

users to their Suica ID only in light of privacy issues.  As communi-

ties on networks create value by attracting many participants, we sup-

posed that attracting many participants brings value to users in a real-

world environment, too.  One of our targets was for businesses and

customers to co-create value though user participation; and we aimed

for a system easy for users to participate in like blogs.  That was

expressed by replacing "participating" with "touching".  These do

have connections to the evolving web called Web2.0, and we believe

that they enhance value in real-world environments.

8.3.2 Development Terminal and Applications

The development terminal consists of a display using LCDs and

LEDs, a R/W and a small computer controlling them (Fig. 21).

When a user touches on the R/W with Suica, the terminal recognizes

the Suica ID.  We enabled the system to facilitate user participation

by feeding back information obtained with Suica ID to users.

Specific applications include ideas such as promoting business' social

contributions by stimulating user participation (touching) and use

for expressing user intentions (voting) with several terminals located

at a single place.

9.1 Purpose

Although the introduction of Suica improved convenience of rail-

ways, it is difficult for Suica to bring about a fare revenue increase.

On the other hand, RFID and other identification technologies can

build relationships between producers of goods and services and con-

sumers.  By seeing Suica not as an evolved ticket but as an identifica-

tion technology, we could possibly come up with new business mod-

els.

Next, we will explain our efforts for a "Suica Town Point" business

model to invigorate both communities and railways, employing Suica

features for use in both transport and purchasing.

9.2 Suica Town Point

Suica Town Point is a business model that will bring about benefits

to three stakeholders of customers, service providers around stations

and along railways, and JR as a railway operator. Suica Town Point is

based on Suica as a service platform with its 15 million cards issued

(Fig. 22).

Rotating signpost

Touch panel

Suica R/W

Fig.20: Patamaru

Railway Demand Creation Model
Using Suica9

Fig.21: Pollin
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Specifically, this is a model where service providers bare all or any

part of railway fares occurred to passengers.  In this way...

• Passengers can enjoy lower railway fares;

• Service providers can enjoy an increase in the frequency and

amount of service use created by more frequent visits of customers

to communities as the cost of using railways is less; and

• Railway operators can enjoy increase of fare revenues by more fre-

quent use of railways by passengers.

In other words, that model can bring benefits to all three stakehold-

ers — customers, service providers and railway operators.

9.3 Example of Services by Other Railway Companies

Other railway companies carry out such services using IC cards.  A

typical example is shown below.

PiTaPa Rail & Shopping

PiTaPa is an IC card system offered by Surutto Kansai Association.

As of March 2006, the cards can be used for 51 transport operators

mainly in the Kansai region as well as in Okayama and Shizuoka and

at 4,000 shops such as convenience stores, restaurants and depart-

ment stores.  The system has a distinct feature of being "post-pay,"

where charges accumulated in a month are taken from a customer's

designated bank account; and it offers services only possible with a

pay later system, such as discounts based on the amount of use by the

customer on a level of those for commuter passes or coupon tickets.

PiTaPa has introduced a reward point service called "Shop-de-Point"

that gives users points that can be exchanged for transport fares based

on purchase amounts.  As a limited-time campaign, it carries out a

point service "Densha-DE-Shopping" that gives "HANA PLUS"

points equivalent to return fares on Hankyu Railway trains to users

who make a total purchase of 10,000 yen or more.  In another limit-

ed-time service, when users make a total purchase of 500 yen or more

at any of 1,200 member shops of the Kyoto Information Card

System (KICS), half of the train fare is reduced from the amount

charged to credit for users who make a purchase at one member

shop; and the total fare is reduced from the amount for users who

make a purchase at two or more member shops.

9.4 Empirical Test

In February 2006, we conducted an empirical test mainly in Omiya

station to verify whether Suica Town Point would work in the real

world, and if so, what type of services would be effective (Fig. 23).

9.4.1 Characteristics of Omiya Station

Approx. 620,000 passengers on average get on and off at Omiya per

day.  Omiya Station is the largest terminal station in Saitama prefec-

ture where the JR's Tohoku, Joetsu, and Nagano Shinkansens, and

Tohoku (Utsunomiya line), Keihin Tohoku, and Saikyo lines con-

centrate; and it also provides passengers access using Tobu Railway or

Saitama Shintoshi Kotsu Line (New Shuttle).

9.4.2 Outline of Empirical Test

We conducted a survey on frequency of visiting Omiya and shops

and amount of purchases in Omiya during the test period by provid-

ing services to monitors recruited in advance.  In that survey, we

examined attractiveness of services by questionnaires before and after

the test period and conducted individual interviews.

Test period: February 14 - 28, 2006 (15 days)

Test place: Omiya Station

Test service image: Monitors who make total purchases of 3,000 yen

or more at shops around Omiya station, are issued points exchange-

able for tickets to the station nearest their home, Green Car tickets

for local trains, or Shinkansen limited express non-reserved seat tick-

ets (Shinkansen tickets only for monitors whose nearest station is

between Kumagaya and Takasaki).

Particpating shops: Sogo Omiya store, Takashimaya Omiya, Omiya

Loft, Marui Omiya store, ARCHE, Bic Camera In-Sogo Omiya,

Sakuraya Omiya 

Number of monitors: 248

Conditions for monitors: Visited Omiya by JR for shopping one or

more times within the past 12 months. / Do not have commuter
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passes through Omiya station. / Station nearest to home is between

Miyahara and Takasaki on the Takasaki line.

We classified monitors into four groups and gave different types of

rewards rules to each of the four groups.  The rewards rules and the

number of monitors for each group are shown in Table 1.

We avoided deviations in station nearest to home and characteristics

of monitors in each group.

100 points could be exchanged for tickets to station nearest to home,

Green Car tickets for local trains, or Shinkansen limited express non-

reserved seat tickets; 200 points could be exchanged for round-trip

tickets, tickets + Green Car tickets for local trains, or tickets +

Shinkansen limited express non-reserved seat tickets.  

9.4.3 Result of Empirical Test

The gross number of booth visitors during the test period was 120

and the actual total number was 86 (approx. 35% of the total num-

ber of monitors).  Among those, 24 monitors visited the booth twice

or more (approx. 10% of monitors).

We attained the following results.

· The higher the rewards rate a group was given, the higher the prob-

ability was that monitors would visit Omiya station one or more

times.  On the other hand, there were monitors who visited Omiya

more than twice in Group A, with a low rewards rate.

· Groups with higher rewards rates based on the purchase amount

often made purchases of relatively high amounts.

· Monitors who chose tickets and round-trip tickets for the rewards

services accounted for a large percentage of monitors.

· More than 60% of monitors visited two or more shops at one visit

to Omiya; and more than 40% of monitors made purchases at two

or more shops.

9.4.4 Individual Interviews

After the test period, we conducted individual interviews of monitors

who visited Omiya more than once.  The main comments gathered

are as follows.

· The monitor made intended purchases at shops in Omiya, rather

than at other places.

· Rewards provided an opportunity for the monitor to visit Omiya.

· Respondents of all groups replied that rewards rate was "sufficient".

· Some respondents replied that they felt more incentive to visit

Omiya with limited-time rewards than with constant rewards.

9.4.5 After-test Questionnaire

After the test period, we conducted a questionnaire survey of 248

monitors.  84 of the 86 monitors who visited the booth replied to the

questionnaire.  Among respondents, 74 replied that the test gave

them an incentive to visit Omiya, and 64 replied that the test gave an

incentive to visit Omiya by train rather than by car.

9.5 Speculations 

In light of the above-mentioned test results, we suggest consideration

be made of the following points when designing services.

· Groups with higher rewards rates based on the purchase amount

made purchases of relatively high amounts, so a system where pur-

chase amount is linked to rewards rates should stimulate consump-

tion.

· Monitors who chose tickets accounted for a large percentage in the

test, and some monitors replied to the questionnaire that they

would use Green Cars only for more distant destinations.  Tickets

(or points exchangeable for E-money) should be effective as a basic

rewards service, but some modification would be required for a

rewards service with Green Car tickets or Shinkansen limited

express non-reserved seat tickets etc.

9.6 Applied Services

We designed and implemented a basic service model in the empirical

test.  The following examples of applied services would be practical

based on this model.

(1) Limited-time rewards service

Shops set specific time slots or periods in advance and deploy rewards

services only in that time slot or period.

(2) Area segment rewards service

Shops set specific stations or sections in advance and deploy rewards

services only at those stations or sections to acquire a means of

designing new marketing areas.

9.7 Summary

To verify the effectiveness of the demand-creation model using

Suica, we conducted an empirical test by providing services to pre-

selected monitors.  While we need to conduct further verification of

customer-attracting effects and consumption-stimulating effects of

the model, the test provided valuable comments and opinions for

studying easy-to-understand and attractive services for customers.

By employing Suica's feature that it can be used both for transport

and for purchasing, we are able to provide services to link railways

and businesses along them.  We plan to continue activities to achieve

services that take advantage of Suica that are attractive not only to

customers but also to service providers around stations and along

railways as well as to railway operators.

Group A
Group B
Group C
Group D

3,000 - 
4,999 yen

5,000 - 
9.999 yen 10,000 yen -

Number of 
persons

Table 1: Purchase Amount and Points Earned per Group
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We conducted R&D for two and a half years to create new value in

anticipation of the formation of a ubiquitous society.  And through

those efforts we acquired a variety of new information and knowl-

edge.

As for construction of a ubiquitous information space, we were suc-

cessful in demonstrating JR East's vision of future stations to many

visitors by building a more station-like environment.  At the same

time, that communication with visitors highlighted possibilities and

issues related to new services.  The idea of integration of guidance

displays and IT in particular is a subject worthy of further study.

We concluded that new services using Suica ID are one of the future

answers to providing information to individual users for railway

companies that have traditionally provided information in mass.

Based on the fact that Suica has 16 million cards already in issue and

Mobile Suica started this year, we believe that information services

using Suica ID and mobile phones are going to become more wide-

spread.

As for building business models, we conducted an empirical test on a

new service model that links customers, communities and railways;

but we regret to admit that we could not gain definitive conclusions.

We will need to gain even deeper insight into the role of stations to

invigorate communities.

From a technological perspective, we need to continue to identify

technical trends for positioning technologies and new wireless net-

works, and also examine what technology should be introduced in

railway stations.

So, we will carry out further efforts in research and development for

employing ubiquitous technologies based on the information gained

in this series of R&D.
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